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ABSTRACT
Tropical Storm Debby affected the Gulf coast of Florida in late June, 2012. The
storm’s southerly approach temporarily reversed the annual net southward longshore
sediment transport. The energetic conditions associated with Tropical Storm Debby can
be seen in the wind, wave and tidal measurements taken from both onshore and offshore
weather stations around the dual tidal inlets system of John’s Pass and Blind Pass,
approximately 25 kilometers north of the mouth of Tampa Bay. The energetic and
persistent southerly forcing, in addition to higher storm induced water levels and wave
heights, resulted in atypical beach erosion and sediment deposition on the ebb tidal deltas
of the two inlets and the surrounding beaches. The John’s Pass ebb delta gained 60,000
cubic meters of sediment and the Blind Pass ebb delta gained 9,000 cubic meters as a
result of the storm. Shoreline position, beach profile and offshore bathymetric surveys
conducted before and after Tropical Storm Debby illustrate the changes in the coastal
morphology such as the development of an offshore bar south of Blind Pass and erosion
of the dry beach north and south of John’s Pass. The Coastal Modeling System (CMS)
was used to simulate wave and tide-driven current fields during the passage of the storm.
The modeled wave field qualitatively illustrated the shadowing effect of the Tampa Bay
ebb delta in reducing the southerly approaching storm wave energy arriving at the study
area during the storm. The tidal flow patterns through the inlets and over the ebb tidal
deltas were considerably different during the storm, as compared to normal tidal cycles.
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INTRODUCTION
The condition and morphology of coastal environments, particularly barrier
islands, are in constant change as a result of many natural factors such as wind energy,
tidal prism, wave energy and storms. Anthropogenic activity also affects the coast
increasingly substantially, such as artificial beach nourishment, and tidal inlet
stabilization. Tidal inlets are an integral part of the barrier island environment and a
significant controlling factor in how that environment changes as a result of either natural
or artificial processes. Tidal inlets are gaps in the shoreline (often associated with barrier
islands) where water flows through, creating a connection between the ocean and back
bays and/or lagoons (FitzGerald 1993). Tidal inlets differ from open embayments in that
channels are continuously maintained by tidal currents, moving sand in and out of the
inlet that was deposited there by wave action (FitzGerald 1993). The morphology of tidal
inlets typically contains both ebb deltas and flood deltas (Hayes 1980). Ebb deltas are
sand bodies that are deposited at the seaward end of the main ebb channel of the tidal
inlet, and flood deltas form on the landward side of the channel. The morphology of tidal
deltas is primarily affected by the interaction of tide and wave energy and the relative
dominance of these forces (Figure 1). Inlets that are primarily tide dominated have large
tidal ranges and tend to be more morphologically stable. In contrast, wave dominated
inlets tend to have small tidal ranges and relatively higher wave energy along the adjacent
beaches that dominates these inlets, which makes them more mobile and prone to
morphologic change at the tips of the barrier islands over time. Wave dominated inlets
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are often asymmetrical due to local longshore currents and associated longshore sand
transport overpowering tidal forces in transporting the sediment near the inlet.

Figure 1. Wave height vs. tidal range in relation to tidal inlet categorization. (from
Davis and Hayes, 1984).
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Knowing how sediment is transported in the vicinity of tidal inlets is vital in order
to quantify rate of sediment transport by both current and wave (both breaking and nonbreaking waves), and subsequently morphology changes, using a computer model. The
process by which sediment moves from the updrift side of the inlet to the downdrift side
is called inlet sediment bypassing (Fitzgerald, 2000). Sediment typically enters the main
channel either from the beach through wave action or by being pushed through the
marginal channels by flooding tidal currents. If the inlet is artificially stabilized (like
John’s Pass and Blind Pass) then sediment can still enter the main channel from the
updrift beach side if the beach is extended beyond the end of the artificial jetty.
One method of categorizing coastal regimes is based on tidal ranges. Three
general categories are defined as microtidal (tidal range < 2 meters), mesotidal (range 2-4
meters), and macrotidal (range > 4 meters) (Davies, 1964). Hayes (1975) provides more
detailed descriptions for these three definitions concerning barrier islands. Generally,
Microtidal coasts tend to have long, straight and narrow barrier islands with inlets that are
far apart from each other. Flood deltas tend to be prominent while ebb deltas are smaller
or non-existent at the inlets along Microtidal coasts, e.g., along the Texas coast (Davis
and Hayes, 1984). Mesotidal ranged coasts have shorter, drumstick shaped barrier
islands with closely spaced inlets, e.g., along the Georgia and South Carolina coasts
(Hayes, 1975). Macrotidal coasts generally do not form barrier islands due to the large
tidal range and strong influence of tidal currents.
The above general relationship between barrier island morphology and tidal range
does not apply exactly along the west-central Florida coast because of the overall low
wave and tide energy. This overall low wave and tide energy places the west-central
3

Florida coast in the lower left corner of Figure 1. Therefore, although the west-central
Florida coast is Microtidal, it has a variety of tidal inlet morphologies ranging from
wave-dominated to tide-dominated due to the delicate balance between tide and wave
forcing.
Along the Florida Gulf coast, four types of tidal inlets can be identified based on
the morphodynamic classification discussed above: 1) tide-dominated, 2) wavedominated, 3) mixed-energy-straight, and 4) mixed-energy-offset (Davis, 2003). These
classifications exclude flood delta morphology and are based primarily on the shoreline,
the seaward portion of the inlet and the shape of the ebb-tidal delta (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Four main inlet classifications: tide-dominated (upper left panel), mixedenergy-straight (upper right panel), mixed-energy-offset (lower left panel), and wavedominated (lower right panel). Vertical, heavily outlined shapes represent land, and the
white region with the thinner outline represents the main ebb and flood deltas. In each
image the ocean is on the right side. (from Davis and Gibeaut, 1990).
4

Tide dominated inlets have relatively large tidal prisms that overpower wave
generated longshore sediment transport processes. This results in straight, stable
channels with linear sand bars on either side of the channel and often perpendicular to the
adjacent shoreline (Davis, 2003). Mixed energy inlets are less stable and more mobile
than pure tide dominated inlets due to increased influence of wave energy on the system.
This greater wave influence creates an imbalance in the sediment transport system along
the two sides of the inlet and over time deposits more sediment on the downdrift bank of
the inlet. This sediment accumulation will cause the tip of the downdrift barrier to grow
into a wider drumstick-shaped barrier, resulting in asymmetry across the channel. The
different size and shape of the barriers on either side of the inlet is what differentiates a
mixed energy straight inlet from a mixed energy offset inlet (Davis, 2003). The
unbalanced nature of a mixed energy offset inlet becomes more unbalanced as the
downdrift portion of the ebb tidal delta can cause a reverse in longshore drift due to wave
refraction around the delta.
There are several general patterns that are recognized on how sediment is
transported around tidal inlets. During storms, strong flood currents are generated along
with the onset of storm surge, which move sand into the inlet and back-bay areas (Miner,
2009). During non-storm conditions there is an overall sand migration from the inlet in a
seaward direction to the ebb delta. The breaking wave and current interaction at the ebb
delta tends to push the sand landward around the periphery of the delta toward the nearby
beaches (Fitzgerald, 2000). This movement of sand takes the form of a swash bar that
migrates toward the beach and either attaches to the beach or gets recycled toward the
inlet by tidal currents.
5

Taking advantage of the recent significant impact of Tropical Storm Debby along
the west-central Florida barrier-island coast, the objectives of this research are to 1)
calculate and analyze the morphological changes of the shoreline and ebb tidal deltas of a
duel inlet system as a result of a tropical storm and 2) examine the wave and tide-driven
flow fields associated with the passage of the storm using a computer model. Studying
the erosional and depositional effects of the storm in this manner will provide additional
data and understanding for continued research in this region.
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PREVIOUS RESEARCH
TROPICAL STORM DEBBY
Tropical storms are known to cause shoreline erosion and significant
morphological changes in a short period of time. Historically, several important
hurricanes have impacted the west-Gulf coast, including the one in 1848 that opened
John’s Pass (Davis et al, 2003; Wang et al., 2011). Ebb-tidal deltas are particularly
vulnerable to active sediment transport and subsequent morphology changes due to their
direct exposure to storm waves and surges. A study of sediment loss in the Little Pass in
Timbalier islands along the Mississippi River Delta coast during the 2005 hurricane
season found that 63% of the total sediment loss was from the most distal, vulnerable
portions of the ebb-tidal delta (Miner et al. 2009).
The most dominating weather factors affecting the tidal inlet system of westcentral Florida are tropical storms in the summer and winter storms that form from the
passages of northerly approaching cold fronts. Atmospherically, the Bermuda High
creates a gentle, easterly directed wind pattern across the Florida peninsula during the
summer (Henry, 1994). These winds dominate from April to around October. The rest
of the year generally has a series of repeated passages of winter cold fronts out of the
northwest approximately every 10 to 14 days and across the Gulf of Mexico. Strong
tropical storms do not frequently make direct landfall on the west-central Gulf coast of
Florida (Davis, 2003). Typical tropical storm tracks in the Gulf region proceed in a
northeasterly direction or move north up the east coast of Florida (Figure 3). However,
7

hurricanes entering the eastern Gulf often have an effect on the western Florida coast due
to elevated winds, waves and tides (Davis, 2003). A previous study in South Carolina
indicates that while storms can have a constructive effect on channel margin linear bars,
they still result in beach and dune erosion (Finley, 1978).

Figure 3. Map of Florida showing the hurricanes tracks during the period of 1852–2007.
Map shows all hurricanes and tropical storms that intersected an area within 50
kilometers of St. Petersburg (white circle). Photo courtesy of NOAA.
Tropical storm Debby developed from a low pressure system off the coast of
Yucatan peninsula in late June, 2012. From June 21st to the 23rd the system moved
northward into the Gulf of Mexico and strengthened into a tropical storm (Figure 4). On
the 24th the system slowed to a mere 5 kilometers per hour forward speed and took a
northeasterly course toward Florida’s Big Bend, eventually making landfall at 9 PM on
June 26th in Taylor County, Florida. Over the following day it continued eastward across
Florida and into the Atlantic Ocean.
8

Figure 4. Path of Tropical Storm Debby, June 2012. Photo courtesy of NOAA.
Maximum wind speed measured in the greater study area ranged between 16 to 20
meters per second late on the 24th. Measurements made over the entire month of June
show a trend of wind coming out of the east and west, correlating with the onshore and
offshore winds for the west Florida coast, associated with summer sea breeze. Wind
direction measurements during the storm days (23-27th) were dominantly from the south,
indicating the storm overpowered the typical easterly and westerly winds. While the
wave data collected from NOAA Stations 42036 and 42099 were not within the direct
vicinity of the study area, it does show a higher percentage of waves moving toward the
north during the storm days than over the month of June. These measurements support
the assessment of Debby being able to disrupt the regular southerly-directed longshore
sediment transport that dominant the morphodynamics of the greater study area (Wang
and Beck, 2012).
9

CMS (Coastal Modeling System) REVIEW
The Surface Water Modeling System (SMS) is an integrated graphical
environment developed by the US Army Corps of Engineers that is used for simulating
hydraulic conditions such as surface flow, hydrodynamic circulation patterns, and
sediment transport (Talbot, 2011). One of the primary models within SMS is the Coastal
Modeling System (CMS). CMS was implemented by Wang et al. (2011) and will be
utilized here to attempt to model the wave and tide-driven flow fields associated with
Tropical Storm Debby. The CMS is composed of two modules, CMS-Flow (Talbot,
2011) and CMS-Wave (Talbot, 2011) to combine the computation of tide- and waveinduced hydrodynamics and sediment transport, and subsequently morphology changes
(Wang et al., 2011). CMS-Flow is a flow, sediment transport and morphodynamic model
based on numeric solutions of the mass, momentum and transport equations on a
Cartesian grid (Reed et al., 2011). CMS-Wave is a spectral wave transformation model
that produces wave energy propagation that is time independent. CMS-Wave also
calculates wave reflection off of coastal structures and beaches (Lin et al., 2011). Wavebreaking induced longshore current and elevated sediment suspension and transport are
computed by CMS-Flow from the results of CMS-Wave (Wang et al., 2011). CMS uses
the Surfacewater Modeling System (SMS) to provide a graphical user interface. CMS is
commonly used by numerous researchers and practitioners to quantify inlet
hydrodynamics and associated morphology changes (Beck and Kraus, 2011, Connell and
Zarillo, 2011, Sanchez and Wu, 2011, and Wang et al., 2011).
The numerical modeling system used by Dabees and Moore (2011) in their model
of a similar multiple inlet system uses a two tiered approach. Due to the large geographic
10

area in their study (the Sarasota and Tampa Bay coastal system) they used a regional
model and a local model in conjunction with the Inlet Reservoir model (Debees, 2005).
The regional model provided the boundary conditions that were required inputs for the
local model, which has much smaller computation grid. The local model included wave
and sediment transport calculated using the CMS and a long term morphological
evolution using the Inlet Reservoir model (Dabees and Moore, 2011). The Inlet
Reservoir model assumes that each of the ocean-side features (ebb shoal, bypassing bar,
and attachment bar) would have a maximum sand-retention limit, and once that limit is
reached any additional sediment that gets moved there instead will bypass it and get
transported to the next feature (Kraus, 2002). Even a feature that is partially full of
sediment creates partial bypassing (Dabees and Moore 2011).
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STUDY AREA
The study area is located on the western coast of Florida’s Pinellas County. The
barrier island chain running approximately north to south includes Sand Key, Treasure
Island, and Long Key (Figure 5). John’s Pass and Blind Pass are located on the north and
south end, respectively, of Treasure Island. The John’s Pass/Blind Pass system are part
of a larger barrier island/ tidal inlet system that extends across the entrance of Tampa Bay
along the western-central Gulf Coast. John’s Pass is the larger of the two inlets,
capturing roughly 80% of the total tidal prism of the two inlets (Wang et al., 2012), and is
more affected by tidal energy than Blind Pass. John’s Pass has a relatively large ebb tidal
delta, while Blind Pass has a very small and developing ebb delta (Davis, 2000). Both
inlets are heavily structured with dual jetties along both sides of the inlets. Both inlets
have been dredged multiple times for navigation purposes and for sand borrowing for
beach nourishment projects on Treasure Island and Long Key (Davis, 2000).
The average wave breaker height is around 0.25 to 0.3 meters (Wang et al., 2011).
This area is a low energy, mixed tidal regime, with a diurnal spring tidal range of 0.8 to
1.2 meters and a semi-diurnal neap tidal of 0.4 to 0.5 meters (Wang et al., 2012). Wavegenerated sediment transport in the area is generally caused by periodic energetic events
such as winter storms out of the north, which creates a southerly longshore current. The
southerly trend of the regional longshore sediment transport has skewed the ebb deltas of
both inlets toward the south. John’s Pass is classified as a mixed energy inlet due to the
relatively low tidal energy of the Gulf of Mexico. Blind Pass is a wave dominated inlet
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due to its comparatively small tidal prism in relation to John’s Pass and substantial
southward migration before artificial stabilization (Wang et al., 2011).

Figure 5. Regional study area.
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Stabilization of inlets and barrier islands, and management of tidal deltas help
provide protection for backbay coastal areas. Computer simulations have shown that
storm surge in back bay areas can increase a half a meter without barrier islands buffering
them (Salisbury, 2007). Both John’s Pass and Blind Pass have been artificially stabilized
and maintained for decades. At John’s Pass the major engineering controls include the
jetties on both sides of the main channel and artificial islands in the back-bay area (Wang
et al., 2011).
Due to the opening of John’s Pass in 1848, Blind Pass saw a chronic reduction in
its tidal prism (Mehta et al., 1976). A reduced tidal prism made wave action and
longshore drift relatively more influential in controlling the Blind Pass morphology. As a
result the inlet migrated south (Figure 6), pushed by the net southward longshore
sediment transport until the channel was artificially stabilized starting in 1937. Blind
Pass is one of the most artificially channelized tidal inlets along the west-central Florida
coast due to its extended, two kilometer channel length (Davis and Bernard, 2003).

14

Figure 6: Evolution of Blind Pass after the opening of John’s Pass (from Davis, 2003).
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METHODOLOGY
Data from a series of real-time NOAA measurement stations are available in the
greater study area. Historical meteorological and oceanographic data, as well as those
during the passage of Tropical Storm Debby, were retrieved and examined in this study.
Wind speed and direction data were collected from NOAA stations CWBF1, EGKF1, and
42022 (West Central Florida) (Figure 7). Significant wave height and principal wave
direction data were collected from NOAA stations 42036 (West Tampa) and 42099 (St.
Petersburg). Stations CWBF1 and EGKF1 are shore-based wind monitoring towers
located at Clearwater Beach and Egmont Key, respectively. CWBF1 is part of NOAAs
water level observation network, and EGKF1 is operated by the University of South
Florida as part of the Coastal Ocean Monitoring and Prediction System (COMPS).
Stations 42022 and 42036 are offshore buoys, part of the COMPS network and National
Data Buoy Center, respectively. Station 42022 is located 100 kilometers west of the
coast and station 42036 is approximately 180 kilometers to the northwest of the study
area. Station 42099 is an offshore buoy maintained by SCRIPPS Institution of
Oceanography located approximately 150 kilometers west of the study area. The
locations of the above measurement stations are shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Greater study area map with meteorological and oceanographic measurement
stations marked. Horizontal line equals 50 kilometers for scale.
The wind direction and wind speed measurements at the West Central Florida
station were taken every hour while the same measurements were taken every six minutes
at the Clearwater beach and Egmont Key stations. Wave direction and wave height
measurements were taken every half hour at station 42099 and every hour at station
42036. For wind and wave direction, each measurement over the duration of the storm
(from June 23rd through June 27th) was put into its most appropriate cardinal direction
(North, Northeast, East, etc.) and averaged. This was done by assigning each cardinal
direction the appropriate degree range around a circle (0 through 360). Therefore any
directional measurement that was in the range of 67.5 degrees to 112.5 degrees would be
labeled east. The same procedure was used for every direction measurement over the
entire month of June for 2012 and the preceding three years combined as a comparison,
17

creating a “4-year June average”. Wind speed data and wave height data were plotted on
a linear timescale over the storm’s duration, with each day plotted as a separate color to
illustrate the daily evolution of the storm. The data are discussed in detail in the
following sections.
Bathymetric data was collected using a synchronized precision echo sounder and
a RTK GPS (Real-Time Kinematic Global Positioning System). Blind Pass survey data
from September, 2011 was used for pre-storm measurements, and the John’s Pass prestorm data were from November, 2011. Post-storm bathymetric surveys for both inlets
were done in July, 2012. The John’s Pass ebb delta covers over two square kilometers.
By comparison, the area of the ebb delta at Blind Pass is only about 0.5 square
kilometers. The bathymetry survey was managed using HYPACK software. Initial data
reduction and analysis is also conducted using HYPACK. Further data analyses and
illustration were conducted using DMagic and Fledermaus 3D imaging software. The
data was gridded in DMagic with a weighted moving average using a weight diameter of
3 meters. John’s Pass uses a 90 square meter cell size and a vertical exaggeration of 150,
while Blind Pass uses a 50 meter square size and a vertical exaggeration of 100 in the
following illustrations.
Pre- and post-storm shoreline and dune-line surveys were conducted to quantify
beach and dune erosion induced by Tropical Storm Debby. Shoreline and dune-line
position data were collected using a Trimble RTK GPS system. The GPS receiver was
attached to a 4-wheeler all-terrain vehicle (ATV) and set to record a location every 2
meters along the beach. The features recorded were the dune line and the spring high tide
line. The two surveys examined in this study were done before Tropical Storm Debby
18

(May 2012) and after Debby (July 2012). The detailed results of the shoreline and duneline surveys are discussed in the following sections.
Beach profile data were collected using a total survey station and stadia rod.
Points were measured along lines perpendicular to the beach from pre-determined survey
bench markers established by the US Army Corps of Engineers and Florida Department
of Environmental Protection every 1000 feet along the coast. Beach profiles were
surveyed along the entire Sand Key, Treasure Island, and Long Key. At most locations in
the study area the bench markers are placed on the sea wall, which runs roughly parallel
to the shoreline and is approximately one to two meters above mean sea level. The
profiles that are closest and most appropriate were used in this study to quantify beach
volume changes.
In order to examine regional and project scale hydrodynamic conditions, a
computer model was established using the CMS-FLOW and CMS-WAVE, two of the
SMS modules. Previously collected data, especially those in the back-barrier bay, used
by Wang et al. (2011) was utilized here with the addition of the new bathymetry data
collected across the ebb tidal deltas before and after Tropical Storm Debby. The 2011
bathymetric data was added to the previous data to create a new 2011 modeling grid. A
large regional scale CMS-WAVE grid including the entire greater Tampa Bay and
offshore areas was established based on large scale regional bathymetry from the NOAA
Coastal Relief Models as well as more detailed bathymetry from Wang et al. (2011) and
the 2011 bathymetry surveys. Wave gage data was taken from St. Petersburg station
42099 every hour over the month of June 2012. Each grid unit on the CMS-WAVE grid
was 30 X 30 meters. The regional scale wave model was established to investigate the
19

influence of large-scale bathymetry, especially, the large Tampa-Bay ebb tidal delta, on
wave propagation.
The project scale CMS model of John’s Pass and Blind Pass was established to
examine the detailed hydrodynamics and sediment transport. Each unit on the project
scale CMS-FLOW grid was 10 X 10 meters. The model was run implicitly with a 300
second (5 minute) time step with output generated every hour. The two modules, CMSWave and CMS-Flow were run in conjunction with each other over the period of June
16th, 2012 through June 28th 2012. Tide information from the Clearwater Beach station
was used in the CMS-FLOW calculations while wave data from the offshore St.
Petersburg station was used in CMS-WAVE. Four observation locations were used to
examine the model output,-one in each channel and one on each delta, as discussed in the
following. Vector maps are used to analyze 2-D depth-averaged velocity field.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
OCEANIC AND METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS
The data gathered from the NOAA measurement stations show that both winds
and waves were primarily coming from the south during the entire storm. Tidal current
measurements taken at the Sunshine Skyway bridge just south of the study area (Figure
8) recorded a peak current speed at the beginning of the storm’s duration in the area (June
23rd). A second, lesser peak in current flow recorded at the bridge occurs at
approximately 7:00 PM on June 27th. The direction of this peak flow was to the
southwest, indicating an ebb flow out of Tampa Bay (Figure 8). This corresponds to
increased flow resulting from the accumulated amount of precipitation that fell on the
region from Tropical Storm Debby during those days.

Figure 8. Ocean current data from the Skyway Bridge Station during the storm (June
23rd-June 27th 2012). Note the peaks in current speed just after 6/24 00:00 and just before
6/28 00:00.
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Station 42022 recorded over 35% of the wind coming from the south during the
storm, compared to less than 20% during the entire month of June (Figure 8).
Additionally, no winds originating from the northeast were recorded at that station during
designated storm days (June 23rd through the 27th), indicating a local meteorological
domination of a southerly forcing toward the north of Tropical Storm Debby in the study
area.
Over 75% of the wind recorded during the storm at the Egmont Key station came
from a southerly direction (southwest through southeast) with over 35% of the measured
wind directions coming from the southeast (Figure 9). The same station had winds, on
average, coming primarily out of the northwest over the course of each June from 2009
through 2012 (Figure 9). Corroborating the measurements taken at the West Tampa
Station, the Egmont Key station also recorded no incoming winds from the northeast over
the duration of the storm. Station 42036 and Station 42099 are located over 150
kilometers apart, showing Debby’s impact extended over a large area. These two stations
also show peak wind speeds of nearly 20 m/s occurring at the same time-late evening on
June 24th.
The wind at Clearwater beach had a combined 65% of measured directions
coming from the south and southeast during the storm. Only a combined 25% came from
those directions during the four year June average (Figure 10). The Clearwater Beach
station shows a brief peak in wind speed at the same time as the West Central Florida
(WCF) and Egmont stations, but then it shows a more gradual rise and fall in wind speed
over the 25th and into the 26th (Figure 11). The tide level recorded at Clearwater Beach
(CWB) shows an abnormally high water level during the storm compared to the pattern
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visible over the rest of the month. The tide level graph also shows the extended duration
of the abnormally high water level, approximately 72 hours, which temporarily
influenced the hydrodynamics of the region by increasing erosion and altering sediment
transport. The elevated water level, in addition to large runup by the high waves, allowed
the portion of beach above the spring high tide line to experience active change; erosion
in this case. This influx of sediment from the dune field and dry beach into the nearshore
helped enlarge nearshore bars and add to the ebb tidal deltas.

Figure 9. Wind direction measurements by percentage in June 2012 and during the storm
(top) and wind speed during the storm (bottom) at West Central Florida station. Storm
days include June 23rd through 27th.
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Figure 10. Wind direction (top) and wind speed (bottom) recorded at the Egmont Key
station.
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Figure 11. Graph of wind speed (top) wind direction (middle) and tide level (bottom)
recorded at Clearwater Beach Station. The tide data at this station was used in the model
calculations.
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The St. Petersburg offshore wave station recorded almost 50% of the waves
during the storm originating from the south, compared to just over 20% south origin for
the previous 4-year June average (Figure 12), in addition to the much higher waves
during the storm. Less than 5% of all of the wind directions recorded at the St.
Petersburg station during the storm came from an easterly direction (northeast, east, and
southeast). These measurements confirm Debby’s overpowering presence and extended
period of forcing from the south for its extended duration in the region. The average
wave height recorded offshore St. Petersburg Beach for June 2012 shows a corresponding
abnormally high signal toward the end of the month, corresponding with Tropical Storm
Debby.
The West Tampa wave gauge recorded the single largest storm discrepancy in
terms of the forcing direction, with almost 75% of the waves recorded during the storm
were out of the south. That’s a 50% increase from the previous 4-year June average
(Figure 13). There were no recordings of wind originating due east of the station, and
only 5% had a west origin (northwest, west and southwest). The reason this station
shows more winds originating from the south is because of the stations’ geographic
location; several hundred kilometers northwest of the study area. Its location was closer
to the direct path of Tropical Storm Debby. The wave height recorded at the West
Tampa station show a peak in magnitude of over 5 meters late on the 24th of June, the
same time period as the peak wind speed recorded at the Egmont Key station and the
West Central Florida station. The high waves exceeding 2 meters lasted over 80 hours
(Figure 13), much higher than average wave conditions. Similar to the wind direction,
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the wave direction is dominantly approaching from the south, which should drive a
substantially elevated longshore sediment transport to the north.

Figure 12. Wave direction during the storm and 4 year (2009-2012) June average (top)
and significant wave height recorded in June 2012 (bottom) at St. Petersburg station.
Large spike in wave height is Tropical Storm Debby.
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Figure 13. Wave direction (top) and significant wave height (bottom) recorded at the
West Tampa station. Gaps are due to incomplete data, but overall trend is still visible.
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SHORELINE AND BEACH PROFILE CHANGES
Comparison of the shoreline data shows a fairly consistent landward migration of
the spring high tide line due to beach erosion induced by TS Debby, while the dune line
remained fairly stable before and after the storm, indicating that Tropical Strom Debby
did not induce much dune erosion (Figures 14-17). The red lines indicate the May 2012
survey and the green lines indicate the July 2012 survey. The dark colored lines of each
color represent the location of the spring high tide line while the light colored lines
represent the dune line location in the following illustrations.
Figure 14 shows the southernmost section of Sand Key, north of John’s Pass.
This beach can be visually divided into three sections: 1) the narrow, 100 meter long
section of beach adjacent to the north jetty, 2) the wider 300 meter long middle section of
beach and 3) the narrow 300 meter long beach at the top of the figure. The first section
shows a minor landward migration of the dune line, but has both landward retreat and
seaward advancement of the spring high tide line. The wider, middle section of beach
experienced no change in the dune line because most of it is along artificial barriers such
as buildings and fences. The spring high tide line in this section transitioned from no
change to a landward retreat as a result of the storm, meaning it moved landward. The
landward retreat was consistent over the length of this section. The third, most northern
section shows landward retreat of both the dune line and the spring high tide line.
The dry beach south of John’s Pass is pictured in Figure 15. Throughout this
length of beach the dune line remained virtually unchanged. Several distinct sections of
the spring high tide line experienced storm related morphology change. The spring high
tide line moved seaward (advanced) along the 80 meters of beach immediately south of
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the jetty. Moving south over 300 meters the spring high tide line retreats and then
advances back to its pre-storm position. It then has a consistent, yet smaller retreat over
the remaining 200 meters. This complicated shoreline change is associated with
interaction of the beach with the attachment point of the large John’s Pass ebb-tidal delta
in response to the high southerly approaching waves.

Figure 14. North of John’s Pass. The red lines indicate the May 2012 survey and the
green lines indicate the July 2012 survey. The dark colored lines of each color represent
the location of the spring high tide line while the light colored lines represent the dune
line location.
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Figure 15. South of John’s Pass. The red lines indicate the May 2012 survey and the
green lines indicate the July 2012 survey. The dark colored lines of each color represent
the location of the spring high tide line while the light colored lines represent the dune
line location.
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Figure 16 shows the shoreline just north of the Blind Pass Inlet. The gaps in the
data were caused by the lack of GPS signal during the surveying process. The dune line
over the first 200 meters of beach closest to the channel retreated landward in certain
areas, including the dune front along the jetty itself. The dune line only retreated slightly
over the remaining 400 meters of beach. Starting 400 meters north from the jetty to the
northern edge of Figure 16, the spring high tide line advanced slightly seaward.
Severe erosion on the southern shore of the Blind Pass inlet prevented shoreline
data from being collected for the 200 meters immediately south of the inlet (Figure 17).
The remaining 300 meters depicted in the figure shows very little change in the location
of the dune line. It also shows significant (although incomplete) landward retreat of the
spring high tide line. The circled features are isolated dunes that were not surveyed in the
pre-storm survey.
Each beach profile is represented as a line that extends from the bench marker on
the sea wall at D=0 to some distance offshore, up to 250 meters away from the bench
marker. Some beach profiles show an initially straight line segment off of the bench
marker with a length of some tens of meters. This represents the section of the dune field
at that location. The dune field is highly three dimensional and the detailed morphology
variations within the dune field were not adequately measured. Typically, the top of the
seaward most dune was surveyed. The beach profile sections between the edge of the
dune field and the horizontal zero elevation line (NAV88 datum) is the beach. The
intertidal zone is located between approximately +0.5 m NAVD88 and -0.5 m NAVD88.
Seaward of the intertidal zone, there is a distinct but short rise in elevation, although still
below the zero elevation line, representing an offshore bar.
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Figure 16. North of Blind Pass. The red lines indicate the May 2012 survey and the
green lines indicate the July 2012 survey. The dark colored lines of each color represent
the location of the spring high tide line while the light colored lines represent the dune
line location.
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Figure 17. South of Blind Pass. The red lines indicate the May 2012 survey and the
green lines indicate the July 2012 survey. The dark colored lines of each color represent
the location of the spring high tide line while the light colored lines represent the dune
line location.
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Beach profiles examined in this study in the vicinity of John’s Pass are shown in
Figure 18. Analysis of these beach profiles shows that there was erosion of beach (the
portion above mean sea level) and intertidal zone at almost every profile. R124 is closer
to the jetty and was likely shielded from Debby’s southerly wave forcing. This shielding
effect ended at around R122. The mean high tide line advanced at R124 by almost 2
meters while it retreated over 14 meters at R122 (Wang and Roberts, 2012). This
sediment erosion/deposition pattern was most likely related to the proximity to the north
jetty at John’s Pass. The beach profiles north of John’s Pass (Figures 19-21) on Sand
Key show the morphology of a nearshore bar before Tropical Storm Debby impact. The
beach profile immediately north of John’s Pass, R124 on Figure 21, does not show the
bar. The surveys done after Tropical Storm Debby also do not show the existence of the
bar, except at R120 in Figure 19. Its existence is also suggested (though not directly
measured) at R121 in Figure 19. This supports the interpretation that further north, away
from the inlet, sand was eroded from the beach and moved to the nearshore bar (Wang
and Roberts, 2012).
The profiles south of John’s Pass are shown in Figures 21 through 23. The first
two profiles (R127 and R128) in Figures 21 and 22 show sediment loss higher up the
beach but sediment accumulation closer to mean sea level. This indicates sediment
redistribution as opposed to a net loss shown in profiles later in this paper. Profile R129
in Figure 22 shows a situation opposite to the one in the previous two profiles. R129 has
a net sediment gain higher up the beach and a net loss closer to mean sea level. However,
this profile does show clear evidence of a bar that formed as a result of Tropical Storm
Debby, again indicating sediment redistribution and not strictly sediment loss. The mean
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high tide line at R129 moved landward 18 meters (Wang and Roberts, 2012). The last
two profiles south of John’s Pass (R130 and R131) shown in Figure 23 both show a
similarly unchanged beach profile shape before and after the storm. The mean high tide
line at R131 moved seaward approximately 1 meter (Wang and Roberts, 2012). The
reason for the erosional disparity measured at R129 and R131 is that R129 is currently
located at the attachment point of the John’s Pass ebb tidal delta. Tropical Storm Debby
redistributed the sand further south.

Figure 18. Locations of beach profiles survey lines near John’s Pass.
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Figure 19. Sand Key beach profile pre-storm (red) and post-storm (tan) at monuments
R120 and R121. Datum for zero elevation line is NAVD88. North of John’s Pass.
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Figure 20. Sand Key beach profile pre-storm (red) and post-storm (tan) at monuments
R122 and R123. Datum for zero elevation line is NAVD88. North of John’s Pass.
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Figure 21. Sand Key beach profile pre-storm (red) and post-storm (tan) at monument
R124 and Treasure Island profile R127. Immediately north and south of John’s Pass,
respectively. Datum for zero elevation line is NAVD88
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Figure 22. Treasure Island beach profile pre-storm (red) and post-storm (tan) at
monuments R128 and R129. Datum for zero elevation line is NAVD88. South of John’s
Pass.
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Figure 23. Treasure Island beach profile pre-storm (red) and post-storm (tan) at
monuments R130 and R131. Datum for zero elevation line is NAVD88. South of John’s
Pass.
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The beach profiles around Blind Pass are shown in Figure 24. The two profiles
farthest north of Blind Pass (R139 and R140) in Figure 25 both show substantial beach
erosion as a result of Tropical Storm Debby. R139 shows the greatest amount of beach
erosion of all the beach profiles presented here. They both also have nearshore bar
movement toward the shoreline. These indicate a net sediment movement toward the
offshore resulting in beach and dune erosion caused by the storm.

Figure 24. Locations of beach profile survey lines near Blind Pass. Note the small
artificial groin in between R140 and R141 on Treasure Island.
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Figure 25. Treasure Island beach profile pre-storm (red) and post-storm (tan) at
monuments R139 and R140. Datum for zero elevation line is NAVD88. North of Blind
Pass.
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Profile R141 in Figure 26 shows a combination of onshore sediment accumulation
and onshore movement of the nearshore bar. This illustrates a net gain at this location.
R142 in Figure 26 shows little change on the dry beach, but has an overall onshore
sediment movement that results in the nearshore bar moving landward. The profile just
north of Blind Pass-R143 in Figure 27 shows considerable sediment loss from the beach
and intertidal zone. The post-storm survey at R143 revealed a loss of sediment in the
nearshore zone around mean sea level. This morphology is similar to the previous profile
(R142) but is larger in the magnitude of changes.
As compared to the typical situation as discussed above, more beach profiles were
surveyed along the beach south of Blind Pass due to the higher rate of beach erosion
frequently seen there. These profiles are shown in Figures 27 through 31. Profile LK1B
in Figure 27, which is just south of the Blind Pass inlet, shows sediment accumulation on
the supratidal beach and sediment loss in the intertidal zone. This beach profile
terminates seaward at the shore oblique south jetty of Blind Pass.
The next profile south-LK2 in Figure 28 shows an anomaly in the pre-storm
survey represented by a sharp spike. This is part of the geotextile T-groin structures that
were installed to mitigate beach erosion along this stretch of the beach (Wang and
Roberts, 2010). The remainder of the survey shows an overall trend that, when compared
to the post-storm survey in the same place, sediment loss on the dry beach and nearshore
zone but sediment accumulation further offshore seaward of the geotextile T-groin were
measured. Such morphology change denotes transportation of sediment onto the Blind
Pass ebb delta, consistent with results from bathymetry surveys, as discussed in the
following. Profile LK2A is an example that shows an overall net accumulation of
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sediment as a result of the storm, resulting from impoundment of northward longshore
sand transport. It does not show beach erosion because there was no beach before the
storm from which to erode sand at that location. However, the small amount of sediment
loss in the nearshore zone is not sufficient enough by itself to produce the accumulation
shown further offshore. Therefore, the additional sediment had to have come to that
location from elsewhere, i.e., impoundment of northward longshore sand transport.

Figure 26. Treasure Island beach profile pre-storm (red) and post-storm (tan) at
monuments R141 and R142. Datum for zero elevation line is NAVD88. North of Blind
Pass.
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Figure 27. Treasure Island beach profile pre-storm (red) and post-storm (tan) at
monument R143 and Long Key profile LK1B. Immediately north and south of Blind
Pass, respectively. Datum for zero elevation line is NAVD88.
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Figure 28. Long Key beach profile pre-storm (red) and post-storm (tan) at monuments
LK2 and LK2A. Datum for zero elevation line is NAVD88. South of Blind Pass.
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Figure 29. Long Key beach profile pre-storm (red) and post-storm (tan) at monuments
R3 and R3A. Datum for zero elevation line is NAVD88. South of Blind Pass.
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Figure 29 (see above) shows profiles LK3 and LK3A, which have similar
morphologies. They both have small amounts of net sediment loss on the dry beach and
relatively larger amounts of sediment accumulation in the nearshore zone, creating a
nearshore bar. Like the previous profile, LK3 and LK3A have an overall net sediment
gain, meaning the extra sediment was transported to those locations by Tropical Storm
Debby, again likely due to the northward longshore sediment transport.
Moving further south and away from Blind Pass, LK4 and LK4A (Figure 30)
again demonstrated similar morphology changes to LK3 and LK3A. However, at both
LK4 and LK4A the amount of sediment lost (both on the dry beach and nearshore) is
more equal to the amount accumulated further offshore at each location respectively. This
means that less outside sediment was brought in to the LK4 and LK4A locations by
Tropical Storm Debby, or the south limit of longshore sediment impoundment was
roughly at LK3A. LK5 and LK5A are the two southern-most beach profiles used in this
study (Figure 31). Their morphology change is similar to that at LK4 and 4A, with
erosion on the dry beach and in the nearshore zone, while a sand bar developed further
offshore. The overall trend of beach-profile change measured south of Blind Pass can be
explained by a northward longshore sediment transport driven by Tropical Storm Debby.
This is consistent with the northward forcing of the storm and its prolonged temporal
influence in the region.
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Figure 30. Long Key beach profile pre-storm (red) and post-storm (tan) at monuments
R4 and R4A. Datum for zero elevation line is NAVD88. South of Blind Pass.
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Figure 31. Long Key beach profile pre-storm (red) and post-storm (tan) at monuments
R5 and R5A. Datum for zero elevation line is NAVD88. South of Blind Pass.
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MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES OVER THE EBB-TIDAL DELTAS
Comparison of bathymetric data of the two ebb-tidal deltas collected before and
after Tropical Storm Debby indicates that there was a net increase in volume between the
pre and post storm surveys. The Blind Pass delta (the geographic area within the polygon
shown in Figure 32) accumulated almost 9,000 cubic meters. An obvious feature at Blind
Pass located between the two areas of high sand levels is a distinct trench, representing
the channel itself. In the pass, the amount of sediment from within area of the white
polygon designating the ebb delta decreases from the 2011 image to the 2012 image
(Figure 32). This is a result of a net increase in sediment volume along the southern
boundary of the channel. There is a clear 1.5 meter accumulation at the point on the ebb
delta directly adjacent to the southern edge of the inlet in the 2012 image that is absent in
the 2011 image. Further south, away from the inlet but still next to the beach there is an
area of net loss that can be seen as a white area on the far edge of the polygon. Figure 33
shows a simplified net gain/loss of sediment of the area within the polygon. It illustrates
the net gain being directly south of the channel adjacent to the beach, as well as straight
out from the channel. The small white patch along the back edge of the figure (which is
adjacent to the beach) illustrates the erosional effects of Tropical Storm Debby along the
corresponding beach profiles in the preceding figures. Northerly directly longshore
sediment transport concentrated the eroded sediment on the northern corner of the ebb
delta, next to the channel. The sediment accumulation in this section of the ebb delta is
connected to the shoreline sediment loss on the adjacent beach in the beach profile
surveys south of Blind Pass (Figures 27-31).
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Figure 32. Blind Pass pre-Debby bathymetry (top) and post-Debby bathymetry (bottom).
White box indicates ebb-tidal delta. Grid is 200m X 200m X 2m. Figures oriented to be
viewed looking eastward into the inlet (canyon feature in center).
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Figure 33. Change in Blind Pass ebb tidal delta (from the area within the white polygon
from the previous figure). Green shows areas of net gain and white shows areas of net
loss.
The John’s Pass ebb delta (the region within the polygon in Figure 34)
accumulated almost 60,000 cubic meters of sediment. At John’s Pass the obvious
features include a trench and two depressions that correspond to the inlet channel and
dredge pits, respectively (Figure 34). The John’s Pass ebb delta showed accumulation
toward the southern flank of the delta adjacent to the beach. In between this
accumulation and the inlet channel the morphology changed from a relatively flat region
to a semicircular depression with accumulation in the middle, resulting in a ‘C’ shape.
The location of this accumulation is a result of the northward longshore sediment
transport produced by Tropical Storm Debby and further evidence of the sediment
redistribution seen in the beach profiles in Figures 22 and 23. Eroded sediment being
carried by this northward longshore current would be deposited on the southern flank of
the ebb delta adjacent to the beach. This feature is more evident in Figure 35, which
shows a net gain/loss of the highlighted area. Most of the surface area of the ebb delta
experienced some accumulation, including the dredge pit.
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Figure 34. John’s Pass pre-Debby bathymetry (top) and post-Debby bathymetry
(bottom). White box indicates ebb-tidal delta. Grid is 500m X 500m X 2m. Figures
oriented to be viewed looking eastward into the inlet (canyon feature left of center).
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Figure 35. Change in John’s Pass ebb tidal delta (from the area within the white polygon
from the previous figure). Green shows areas of net gain and white shows areas of net
loss.
WAVE AND TIDE-DRIVEN CURRENT FIELDS AS MODELED BY CMS
Several CMS model runs were conducted in order to examine wave and tidedriven flow fields. The first model run result in this discussion is a CMS-Wave model of
a larger regional area that encompasses the large Tampa Bay ebb delta. The next model
results discussion is about the sensitivity test involving a series of CMS-Flow runs of the
same data but with different time steps. The goal is to select the most efficient time step
for production model run. The final model results discussion is on the model runs of
CMS-Flow and CMS-Wave conducted representing the 312-hour time period from June
16th, 2012 through June 28th, 2012.
The maximum flow velocity magnitude for both channels occurred on June 27th at
7:00 AM (Figure 36), with the maximum flow in the John’s Pass channel being 0.96 m/s
and 0.46 m/s at Blind Pass. This flow velocity calculated by the model is low compared
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to the observations by Wang et. al (2011) due to the particular location of the observation
cells used to track the flow velocities in the channels. The initial observation cells were
located in the mouths of the channels, where the channel widens and velocity inherently
decreases. A second model run was conducted with an additional observation cells added
at the narrowest point in the throat of each channel to compare velocities (Figure 37).

Figure 36. Magnitude of flow from June 16th at 12:00 AM (time 0) through June 28th at
12:00 PM (time 312), 2012.
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Figure 37. Differences in flow velocities measured at two point in John’s Pass (above)
and Blind pass (below). The measured channel mouth velocity was subtracted from the
channel throat velocity for each pass. Time period is from June 16th at 12:00 AM (time
0) through June 28th at 12:00 PM (time 312), 2012.
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Given the limited scope of this study, the modeling was conducted to semiquantatively illustrate the flow and wave patterns, and corresponding sediment transport
rate and morphology changes. Calibration and verification specific to the study period,
i.e., during the passage of Tropical Storm Debby, were not conducted here, partly due to
the lack of field data. Instead, model calibration and verification as discussed in Wang et
al., (2011) are referred and compared qualitatively here.
The impact of Tropical Storm Debby on flow velocity on the ebb deltas is much
more noticeable than it is within the channels. The model was able to show the clear
increase in the magnitude of the flow over both ebb deltas starting at approximately hour
190 of the simulation (Figure 38). Simulation hour 190 equates to 10:00 PM on June
23rd, which is the beginning of Debby’s influence over the study area. Maximum flow
velocity over the Blind Pass ebb delta occurred at hour 227 (June 25th at 11:00 AM) and
over the John’s Pass ebb delta at hour 209 (June 24th at 5:00 PM). The maximum flow
over the ebb delta was 0.26 m/s at the Blind Pass delta and 0.46 m/s at the John’s Pass
ebb delta. The duration of the simulation that was not influenced by Tropical Storm
Debby (hours 0 through 190) had flow magnitudes that regularly reached only a
maximum of 0.1 m/s. The fact that for an approximately 72 hour period during the storm
the magnitude of the flow did not fall below 0.1 m/s supports the idea that conditions
were present on the ebb deltas to permit abnormal patterns of sediment transport.
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Figure 38. Flow velocity magnitude from June 16th through June 28th, 2012 on the ebb
deltas. Green line represents velocity magnitude at the observation cell at John’s Pass
ebb delta and blue line represents velocity magnitude at the observation cell at Blind Pass
ebb delta. Time period is from June 16th at 12:00 AM (time 0) through June 28th at 12:00
PM (time 312), 2012.
REGIONAL CMS WAVE RESULTS
The CMS WAVE model was run seperately from the CMS FLOW model in order
to observe the effect the large ebb tidal delta of Tampa Bay and the regional scale
bathymetry variation and shoreline orientation change had on the wave field in the study
area. The mouth of Tampa Bay is located approximately 25 kilometers south of the study
area, and has a large, complex ebb delta system that extends several kilometers westward
into the Gulf of Mexico (Figure 39). Egmont Key is located in this region as part of the
Tampa Bay ebb tidal delta and it influences tidal flow entering or exiting Tampa Bay,
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resulting in extensive ebb tidal shoals around it. The following figures illustrate the
effect of the Tampa Bay ebb delta region on the wave field in the greater study area
during Tropical Storm Debby.

Figure 39: Bathymetry of the Tampa Bay delta. Dark blue spot and green horizontal line
toward the bottom are part of the navigation channel in and out of Tampa Bay. Study
area toward top right of image. Purple line is 10 kilometers long for scale.
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Northerly approaching waves are common in the region especially during the
winter season when frequent cold-front passages occur (Figure 40). Waves approaching
from the north propagate across the study area before reaching the Tampa Bay ebb delta.
Therefore there is no shadow zone, or zone of protection, over the study area created by
the Tampa Bay ebb delta. However, there is a wave shadowing effect from the headlands
at Sand Key, which is approximately 11 kilometers north of the study area and extends
further west into the Gulf of Mexico. This effect is illustrated in the Figure 40 by the
gradual color transition from lower wave height (orange) to higher wave height (blue).
The wave forcing output pattern shown in Figure 40 was from June 17th at 7:00 AM.
This was before Tropical Storm Debby and represents a more typical wave condition for
the region. Influences on wave field by features such as the inlet entrances and the ebb
tidal deltas are difficult to distinguish here due to the large spatial scale of this map and
small incident wave height. Detailed wave patterns over the John’s Pass and Blind Pass
ebb tidal deltas will be discussed separately in the following.
During the storm, the high waves approached the coast mostly from the
southwest. From this direction the waves approach almost directly perpendicular to the
shoreline (Figure 41). Here there is little wave shadowing effect from either the Sand
Key headland or the Tampa Bay ebb delta. This is shown in Figure 41 by the color
transition from higher wave height (blue) to lower wave height (orange) close to the
shoreline induced by the bathymetry change along most of it’s length from the Sand Key
headlands to the mouth of Tampa Bay. From this southwest direction, the study area
receives the full, direct force from the storm.
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Figure 40: Propagation pattern of a northerly approaching wave, typical of a wave
condition generated by the passages of winter cold fronts. Tampa Bay located in bottom
right corner with study area near top right. Wave output at June 17th at 7:00 AM.
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This model output was taken from June 25th at 4:00 AM, just after the highest
measured wind speeds and wave heights of the storm recorded in the area. The influence
of John’s Pass ebb delta on the wave field can be clearly seen as a yellow and green
triangle extending outward from the shore in the top right section of the figure. Shoaling
and breaking of the high storm waves over the shallow ebb delta is apparent. The
influence of the entrance to Blind Pass on the wave field can be seen as a small divot
along the otherwise smooth shoreline just south of the John’s Pass ebb delta.
Three hours later in the simulation (June 25th at 7:00 AM) the direction of waves
approaching had changed from a southwest to a more southern angle (Figure 42).
Compared to the previous figure, the waves in Figure 42 show a similar wave intensity
but from an angle that shows a shadowing effect from the large Tampa Bay ebb delta.
This is represeted by the extension of the green colored region north of Tampa Bay and
south of Blind Pass. This area has a wider area of lower wave height close to the beach,
and has a more gradual transition from higher wave height to the shoreline. This is due to
the extension of the Tampa Bay ebb tidal delta blocking a portion of the incoming wave
energy as it refracts eastward toward the shore. Based on these model results, the effect
does extend up toward the Blind Pass ebb delta, but not as far north as the John’s Pass
ebb delta. By absorbing a portion of the incoming wave energy, the Tampa Bay ebb delta
likely reduced the extent of beach erosion and morphology changes the would have
resulted in the southern Blind Pass ebb delta region, but not for the John’s Pass ebb delta.
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Figure 41: Wave output from June 25th, 4:00 AM. Tampa Bay located in bottom right
corner with study area near top right. Little wave shadowing effect from the Tampa Bay
delta.
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Figure 42: Wave output from June 25th, 7:00 AM. Tampa Bay located in bottom right
corner with study area near top right. More significant wave shadowing effect from the
Tampa Bay delta can be seen compared to Figure 41.
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SENSITIVITY TEST
A series of model runs were conducted in order to test the sensitivity of the CMSFLOW model to various time steps. The goal of this sensitivity test was to select an
optimal model time step, such that the model can run efficiently and compute stable
results on current field. CMS-Flow model run is quite time consuming and the run time
is strongly dependent upon the time step. Therefore, an optimal model run time step is
important for efficiency. Presently, the CMS-Flow model has two versions, an implicit
version and an explicit version. The implicit version allows long time steps and therefore
efficient model runs. A short run of 72 hours at a 300-second time step was conducted
alongside a 100 second time step over the same 72 hour period. Additionally an explicit
model run with a time step of 0.6 seconds was conducted to see if there was any
significant difference between the implicit model results and the explicit model results.
The results of the sensitivity test suggest that the 300-second time step produced nearly
identical results as the much slower 100-second time step and the 0.6 s explicit run. The
full model run was therefore conducted with a 300 second long hydrodynamic time step
over 312 hours.
Comparison of the data from these model runs shows similar results relative to
each other. Each model run was able to output a curve that closely matched the data
curves of the others. Figures 43 and 44 show the velocity magnitude computed in each
model setup of the current velocity at the same geographic location in the John’s Pass
channel and Blind Pass channel, respectively. The blue line represents the velocity
magnitude curve during the 100 second time step model run, the red line during the 300
second time step model run and the green line during the 0.6 second time step explicit
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model run. The only differing trend worth noting is the tendency of the explicit model
run to have slightly higher peaks in velocity than in either of the two implicit model runs.
This trend is more obvious in Figure 43. However, the fact that these data sets match
each other overall indicates the validity of the 300-second time step used in the full
model run. The model run with a 300-second time step was at least twice as fast as the
100-second time step run and the 0.6-second explicit run.
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Figure 43: Sensitivity test velocity comparison at the John’s Pass channel. Blue line
represents velocity for the 100 second time step implicit run. Red is the 300 second time
step model run and green is the explicit model run (0.6 second time step).
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Blind Pass, velocity comparison
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Figure 44: Sensitivity test velocity magnitude comparison at the Blind Pass channel.
Blue line represents velocity for the 100 second time step implicit run. Red is the 300
second time step model run and green is the explicit model run (0.6 second time step).

WAVE FIELD AND TIDE-DRIVEN FLOW FIELD MODELED AT JOHN’S PASS
The CMS Flow and CMS Wave models were able to produce results that show
certain morphology-induced flow patterns over the ebb deltas. These patterns are most
visible during periods of energetic current and wave energy. The most obvious example
was on June 27th between 7:00 AM and 8:00 AM. The following figures show the CMS
Flow results at John’s Pass at 7:00 AM (Figure 45) 7:30 AM (Figure 46) and 8:00 AM
(Figure 47). This time period corresspondes with a period with storm surge in the region
due to Tropical Storm Debby. Figure 45 shows a strong ebb jet exiting John’s Pass and
creating secondary flow gyrations on either side of the jet. The beginning of the gyre
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developing over the ebb delta shows an isolated area of slower flow (and therefore lower
energy) surrounded by faster flow both closer to and further away from the beach.

Figure 45: CMS Flow model result at John’s Pass on June 27th at 7:00 AM during a peak
ebb flow condition. White regions represent inactive land.
As the ebb jet exits the channel, the gyrations on either side of it become larger
(Figure 46). The isloated spot of low energy remains close to the ebb jet, resulting in a
steep flow velocity gradient cutting across the ebb jet as it moves over the ebb delta. This
velocity gradient can cause sediment deposition and resulting changes in morphology in
the underlying ebb delta. Additionally, a narrow strip of low flow velocity can be seen
along the northern side of the channel mouth. This is the result of the border of two
nearly perpendicular flow patterns-the exit ebb jet and the shore parallel flow heading
toward the inlet. This sudden decrease in flow velocity for the shore parallel flow can
cause it to deposit the sediment it is carrying onto that area of the channel.
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It is worth noting that wave driven current and wave-current interaction are not
included here limited by the scope of this study. Strong longshore current from the south
and some interaction with the ebb jet are expected. Wave-driven longshore current and
its interaction with ebb and flood flow is discussed in Wang et al., (2011).

Figure 46: CMS Flow model result at John’s Pass on June 27th at 7:30 AM. White
regions represent inactive land.
Thirty minutes later the ebb jet has mostly dissipated as the tide continues to turn
and a new flood tide has begun (Figure 47). However, the boundary between the
remaining ebb jet and the new flood tide moving into John’s Pass creates distinct lines
representing troughs in flow velocity. One of the gyres is still present, shown as the more
isolated red spot of low flow velocity further out in front of the channel. These types of
flow patterns taking place over the ebb delta can result in morphology changes due to the
atypical distribution of the low flow energy locations.
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Figure 47: CMS Flow model result at John’s Pass on June 27th at 8:00 AM. White
regions represent inactive land.
The CMS Wave model result of John’s Pass at the same time period (June 27th at
7:00 AM) shows the influence of the ebb delta’s presence on the wave height (Figure 48).
The green area in the center of the figure that extends laterally outward from the
shoreline south of John’s Pass toward the direction of the incoming waves shows the
effect of the ebb delta. It creates a region of smaller waves over the deeper water in the
main channel and higher waves on either side of it. The wave shoaling over the shallow
ebb delta is shown by the large patch of blue color representing higher wave over the
shallower portion of the ebb delta. The change in water depth resulting from the presence
of the ebb delta is illustrated in the figure as a difference in wave height. The fact that the
arrows indicating the wave direction changes slightly with wave height shows wave
refraction induced by the water depth changes created by the ebb delta. A much smaller
area of higher waves (blue coloration) is visible north of the green ebb delta area in front
of the channel. These wave refractions, in conjunction with the flow velocity gradients
are capable of altering the shape of the ebb delta.
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Figure 48: CMS Wave model result at John’s Pass on June 27th at 7:00 AM. Red regions
represent inactive land.
WAVE FIELD AND TIDE-DRIVEN FLOW FIELD MODELED AT BLIND PASS
During the same time period (June 27th between 7:00 AM and 8:00 AM), Blind
Pass experienced a similarly strong ebb jet driven by the falling tide. Initially the ebb jet
did not generate any secondary flow patterns or gyres (Figure 49). Only a small patch of
higher velocity flow (yellow) can be seen immediately adjacent to the beach just south of
the inlet, flowing parallel to the shore toward the inlet. However, this still creates a flow
velocity gradient that can induce deposition of sediment. As the ebb jet weakens and
moves out of the inlet, several different flow patterns develop. A small gyre forms in the
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mouth of the inlet as the last of the ebb jet diminishes (Figure 50). The strongest flow in
this small gyre appears adjacent to the northern side of the inlet, a location that usually
experiences significantly lower velocities during an ebb flow, as illustrated in Figure 49.
Another larger gyre is created on the north side of the exiting ebb jet (Figure 50). Gyres
like this are capable of altering the ebb delta morphology by disrupting the natural
sediment transport patterns in the area. There is a stronger northern current that flows
toward the inlet and turns seaward toward the tail end of the ebb jet. An area of minimal
flow is created in the apex of this flow pattern, resulting in another sediment deposition
location, likely corresponding to the area of ebb delta. It is worth noting again that wavedriven current and its interaction with the tidal current are not considered here. Some
discussion can be found in Wang et al., (2011).

Figure 49: CMS Flow model result at Blind Pass on June 27th at 7:00 AM. White
regions represent inactive land.
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Figure 50: CMS Flow model result at Blind Pass on June 27th at 7:30 AM. White
regions represent inactive land.

Figure 51: CMS Flow model result at Blind Pass on June 27th at 8:00 AM. White
regions represent inactive land.
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The final image in this sequence illustrates a similar flow pattern to the one
depicted in Figure 51 (see above). The ebb jet has mostly dissipated and the northern
current has now turned into the channel as part of the next flood tide (Figure 51). There
are still distinct lines of minimal flow between the new flood tide and the remaining ebb
jet.
The CMS Wave model results at Blind Pass have a similar wave height
distribution to the results shown in Figure 48 for John’s Pass. There is only one distinct
area of higher waves (blue) over the Blind Pass delta caused by wave shoaling over the
shallower ebb delta (Figure 52), but the incoming westerly waves are angled toward the
patch of blue from the surrounding green (lower wave height) regions. The morphology
of the underlying ebb delta changes the speed, direction and wavelength of the incoming
waves as they pass over it, causing waves to refract over the shallower waters over the
ebb delta. The fact that this morphological effect is able to be replicated in the CMS
model supports the overall validity of the model.

Figure 52: CMS Wave model result at Blind Pass on June 27th at 7:00 AM. Red regions
represent inactive land.
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CONCLUSION
The highest ebb flow that occurred at the Sunshine Skyway Bridge current
monitoring station correspond to the peak intensity of the storm in the region on June
24th. The second highest ebb flow recorded at that station occurred on the 27th because
the accumulated rainfall from the storm increased the ebb current. The offshore gage
42099 (St. Petersburg) as well as the gages at Egmont Key and Clearwater Beach show
that the prevailing winds were primarily coming out of the south and southwest, far
above the average for the month of June at those locations. Additionally, the offshore
wave gages 42099 (St. Petersburg) and 42036 (West Tampa) show a matching wave
height curve over the same time period as wind speed. Both sets of data rise quickly over
the 23rd and 24th where it peaks. Then both the measured wind speed and wave heights
drop off more slowly over the following three days. This similarity indicates a strong
correlation between the wind speed and the wave height.
The shorelines examined in this study showed an overall net retreat of the spring
high tide line, with only small areas of retreat of the more landward duneline. The 600
meter length of beach north of John’s Pass has a consistent landward migration of the
high tide line except for the 100 meter section adjacent to the northern jetty. Only the
northern section of duneline retreated. The 600 meter long section of shoreline south of
John’s Pass had shoreline retreat, with the exception of the 80 meter section adjacent to
the jetty. In the vicinity of Blind Pass there was consistent shoreline retreat measured for
400 meters south of the inlet, although no data was able to be taken in the immediate 150
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meters south of the jetty. This loss of sediment from the dry beach south of Blind Pass
corresponds to an accumulation of sediment found both on the bathymetric survey over
the ebb delta and in the beach profile surveys in the development of an offshore sand bar.
The beach profile surveys extend further north and south of both inlets compared
well to the shoreline surveys, but they still provide important clues as to patterns of
sediment loss or redistribution in the study area in relation to Tropical Storm Debby. The
profiles north of John’s Pass have a net loss of sediment from the dry beach, but the ones
furthest north show sediment deposition in the nearshore zone. The lack of an offshore
bar closer to the John’s Pass inlet from the north is likely due to bathymetry associated
with the ebb tidal delta. The profiles south of John’s Pass are more varied due to the
presence of the ebb tidal delta attachment. The more southern profiles (south of the ebb
tidal delta) show the growth of an offshore bar, which is a result of sediment deposition
from the storm’s reversal of the longshore current. Eroded sediment moving north from
the reversed longshore current would be deposited at the southern flank of the John’s
Pass ebb tidal delta.
The beach profiles north of Blind Pass show a landward migration of the prestorm offshore bar. This, combined with the erosion seen on the dry beach, indicates a
net sediment movement toward the offshore as a result of Tropical Storm Debby. The
two northern most beach profiles examined here in the vicinity of Blind Pass are also
north of a small artificial groin, which likely restricted sediment movement toward the
north from the reversed longshore current. Any eroded sediment north of Blind Pass
would have likely stayed in the area between the artificial groin and the northern jetty of
Blind Pass. This is why the beach profiles in this area show less erosion and even some
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dry beach sediment accumulation. The significant number of beach profiles south of
Blind Pass that have offshore sediment deposition in the form of an offshore bar indicates
additional sediment have been moved to the area by Tropical Storm Debby. A longshore
sediment transport driven northward by Tropical Storm Debby accounts for the
accumulation of sediment that is greater than erosion from the nearby dry beach because
the amount that accumulated offshore is greater than what was lost on the dry beach.
The influence of tropical storm Debby over the west central Florida region can be
identified in the morphological changes in the ebb tidal deltas of John’s Pass and Blind
Pass. The data gathered from the meteorological and oceanographic measurement
stations within the region show that both strong winds and high waves were primarily
coming from the south during the storm. This is atypical for the region, which mostly has
energetic forcing coming from the north or west. The elevated water level in the study
area over the duration of the storm created abnormal conditions under which sediment
was eroded, largely from the dry beach-dune and intertidal zone, and transported
northward and seaward. Both the duration and the intensity of the abnormal weather
conditions in the study area affected the morphology of the region by removing sediment
from the shoreline and redistributing it to the ebb deltas.
Typical energetic wind and wave patterns for the region tend to generate a net
southward longshore sediment transport that pushes and skews the tidal deltas south of
the respective inlets. Measurements of Tropical Storm Debby show a brief, yet high
magnitude reversal of the typical southern longshore trend, resulting in a net
accumulation of sand south of the inlets in certain areas on the ebb deltas. The overall
offshore movement of sand from the shoreline to the ebb deltas explains the increased
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sediment volume measured over the ebb deltas. The larger and more dominating
presence of John’s Pass over Blind Pass in this duel inlet system is again shown in this
study by the greater amount of sand deposition (approximately 60,000 cubic meters) on
the John’s Pass ebb delta relative to the Blind Pass ebb delta (only 9,000 cubic meters).
The CMS-WAVE and CMS-FLOW model runs were able to illustrate, largely
qualitatively, the wave and tide-driven flow fields during the passage of Tropical Storm
Debby. This is reflected in the fact that the highest flow velocity for John’s Pass channel
occurred during the ebb flow on June 27th. This was during the height of the storm’s
extended effect of water level rise in the region. The regional wave model results showed
the wave shadowing effect from the headlands was present before the storm when there
were predominately northeasterly winds. It also showed only a minor wave shadowing
effect during the storm from the Tampa Bay ebb delta due to the predominately
southwesterly incident waves. The southerly incident storm waves were shelter to a
certain extent by the large Tampa Bay ebb delta. The shadow zone extended to Blind
Pass area, but not quite to John’s Pass. This analysis of Tropical Storm Debby’s effect on
the John’s Pass/Blind Pass region will provide an improved understanding of dual inlet
systems reaction to similar events in the future.
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